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Triplanar Intrinsic Posting of the
Cuboid Triangle and Digital Imaging:
A New Approach To Managing Lower Kinetic Chain Dysfunction
Kevin Miller B.S., C.Ped

Introduction
After performing case studies utilizing a contact digital imager, and analysis of
previous research, the author proposes the existence of a functional triangle in the
forefoot defined by long axis of the transverse tarsal joint (hypotenuse), a line following
the pivotal axis of the metatarsal heads (base), and a line following the lever arm along
the plantar aspect of the foot from the calcaneocuboid articulation to the distal head of the
fifth ray. (fig.1a) This “cuboid triangle” does not exist in non-weight bearing or at mid
stance. However, at heel rise, the cubiod becomes close-packed and the windlass
mechanism (fig.1b) takes effect, locking the midfoot and allowing it to function as a unit
independent of the rear foot. (Bojsen-Moller1) (Elftman2) The presents of the cuboid
triangle is important in that its proper function allows efficient force transfer through the
kinetic chain and a stable lever-arm for toe-off. A disruption of the continuity of the
triangle, especially at its origin, the calcaneocuboid articulation, will result in force
dissipation or redirection that may lead to a myriad of biomechanical dysfunctions.

Fig.1a (Bojsen-Moller , 1978)
Faint lines: Bojsen-Moller’s secondary calcaneocuboid axis passing through the calcaneus and first ray; the high-gear
push-off axis passing through the first and second metatarsal heads; and the low-gear push-off axis passing through the
second through fifth rays.
Bold lines: Proposed cuboid triangle. The hypotenuse follows the longitudinal axis axis of the calcaneocuboid joint as
identified by Manter3. The short leg follows the push-off axis of Bojsen-Moller, and the long leg follows the structural
line from the calcaneus through the fourth and fifth metatarsal that must remain stable for the cuboid triangle to
develop at heel rise.
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Fig. 1b (Hicks, 1954)
Windlass mechanism

Procedure/Method
This preliminary study was performed by comparing digitized scans of patients with
known pathology and known etiology to discover any similarities. Each patient was
referred by a physician, given a thorough biomechanical examination and scanned using
an AMFIT contact digitizer. Patients were fit with graphite inserts that corrected cuboid
triangle deficiency as identified through evaluation of the digitized scans. Follow-up to
assess efficacy was at one week, two weeks, and periodically thereafter, varying with the
patient. The material used in fabrication of orthoses was TL-2100 graphite acquired from
JMS Plastic Supply.

Limitations
The author recognizes the obvious limitations of case study vs. double blind study
with a large population. However, as the goal here is to meld known anatomical and
biomechanical principles with new technology to identify a more efficacious treatment
protocol, case study provides an adequate starting point. Further study using and F-Scan
or other advanced gait analysis techniques to measure alteration of force transfer and gait
is warranted.

Background
Several years ago the author began to question why many textbook pedorthic
treatment protocols were not as effective for athletes as one might hope. Interviews of
other professionals, including orthotists, pedorthists, and surgeons revealed similar
concerns.
•

Why do many high-caliber runners experience discomfort with “therapeutic”
inserts while training, but little discomfort with casual walking? Why do many of
these athletes find some improvement but not total resolution of symptoms? (How
often do we hear these athletes respond, “It still bothers me, but not nearly as bad
as it has; thanks for helping?”)
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•
•

Why is less than 100% resolution of symptoms often considered a success when
treating Morton’s Neuroma?
For plantar fasciitis patients, why are long arch supports often as irritating as the
Plantar Fasciitis?

Common answers:
•
•
•

When a high caliber runner is performing, the biomechanical stresses are often
too great to compensate for, so we might expect some continuing problems even
though most symptoms abate.
Often, the best one can hope for with Morton’s Neuroma is to relieve the
symptoms enough to prevent surgery just a little longer.
Inserts are only part of the treatment plan for plantar fasciitis, and some residual
discomfort should be expected, often for several weeks, until the full treatment
plan runs its course.

Closer scrutiny, however, reveals that quite a few pedorthic treatment protocols and
the accepted pathomechanics for common maladies do not perfectly coincide with what
we find in the anatomical and biomechanical literature. Hunt, Smith, Torode, and
Keenan4 observed that midfoot motion at stance phase occurs in all three planes and the
forefoot translates force in a segmental fashion as apposed to commonly accepted
descriptions of “pronation” (dorsiflexion, eversion, and abduction) and “supination”
(plantarflexion, inversion, and adduction). J.T. Manter,5 in 1941, described, the
interdependent motion of the subtalar joint and the transverse tarsal joint. He first posited
an interlocking screw mechanism between the midfoot and rear foot. (fig.2) Briefly,
when the rear foot supinates to a stable position, the subtalar joint rotates right and the
talonavicular joint rotates the opposite direction, in tandem, to subtalar neutral;
suggesting that the midfoot motion is under the control of the subtalar joint. Oddly,
though Manter showed that restricting the motion of either joint limits mobility of the
other, and that the transverse tarsal joint pivots around the calcaneocubiod joint axis, the
practice of casting in subtalar neutral as treatment for forefoot dysfunction remains the
gold standard.
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Fig. 2 (Manter, 1941)
Posterior view of the right transverse tarsal joint; navicular on the left, cuboid on the right. The light arrows indicate
motion around the longitudinal axis L; heavy arrows show motion around the oblique axis, KK. A, plantar
calcaneonavicular ligament; B, deep bifurcate ligament; C, long and short plantar ligaments. The proximal point of
axis L is the vertex of the cuboid triangle in fig. 1a

Further studies of midfoot function by Elftman6 and Hicks7 suggest that the transverse
tarsal joint in general, and the calcaneocubiod joint specifically, are the key to midfoot
motion. When the foot pronates, the axes of both the calcaneocuboid and the
talonavicular joints lie parallel. This position locks all midfoot structures so that they
function as a unit, while allowing free movement between the forefoot and rear foot
during mid-stance. The obvious benefit is the ability to maintain balance on uneven
ground. Normal arch depression, which equates to a decrease in the inferior angle of
inclination of the calcaneus metatarsals, can occur while the forefoot remains stable.
With supination, the axes separate as the navicular shifts dorsally and posteriorly with
respect to the cuboid. None of this can occur without the “windlass mechanism”
described by Hicks8. (fig.1b) The plantar apponeurosis, which originates at the calcaneus,
passes through the midfoot, around the metatarsal heads, and finally inserting as slips on
the phalanges, serves to shorten the long arch of the foot and decrease the plantar surface
area at heel rise. As the phalanges dorsiflex during heel rise, the apponeurosis wraps
around the cam-shaped heads of the metatarsals. This action, like winding a rope around
a windlass, shortens the apponeurosis and pulls the calcaneus into a suppinated position.
As the calcaneus is the anchor point and cannot move forward, the midfoot must flex and
allow the metatarsal heads to shift posteriorly. The navicular shifts position and the
midfoot pivots to increase arch height around the long axis of the cuboid.
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Fig. 3a (Bojsen-Moller 1978)
X, main axis of motion; y-y’, secondary axis. The concavoconvex joint, readily visible in Fig. 3b, has an hourglass
shaped resolution. The reciprocal shape allows close congruency and precision of movement.

Fig. 3b
Arrow indicates the tongue-like projection that serves to lock the calcaneocuboid joint in its close-packed position at
heel rise.

Bojsen-Moller9 noted that the aforementioned sequence is dependant on the
cuboid locking at full pronation. He identified the calcaneocuboid articulation as being
hourglass shaped (fig.3a) with the presence of a process that extends posteriorly from the
cuboid and in close congruence with the calcaneus (fig.3b). With pronation, the cuboid
rotates into a close-packed and locked position on the calcaneus. In the close-packed
position, the plantar, lateral, and dorsal calcaneocuboid ligaments become taught and
further stabilize the joint. This event, combined with the Windlass Mechanism and
synergistic action of the intrinsic musculature and ligamenture become a controlling
mechanism for subtalar motion and the position of stability in gait, not the reverse as is
held by convention. It should be noted that the cuboid locking and windlass mechanism
occur even in cadaver studies, suggesting the intrinsic musculature serves only a
supporting role. Conversely, with full supination, the ligaments again become taught, but
the joint is not close-packed. In contrast, he examined other primates whose cuboid
motion does not result in a close packed position. Without a locked position, the
windlass mechanism cannot take effect and the foot “breaks” at the transverse tarsal joint
with heel rise. To accommodate, these primates tend to supinate their feet and bear
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weight on the lateral edge. It is interesting to note that many patients with aquired
flatfoot assume a supinated walking posture to avoid painful gate.
The author’s work began while trying to discover more efficacious treatment
protocols for athletes. The smallest biomechanical anomaly will reveal itself when
mechanical stresses on the body are increased. A mild leg-length discrepancy that would
go unnoticed in a non-athlete can cause chronic pain in a distance runner. Consequently,
any pedorthic treatment that is not essentially “perfect” may not solve a problem, at the
very least, and cause another problem at worst. The issue of how to cast and capture a
corrected position perfectly is obviously paramount. Casting in a weight bearing position
is of little value as most problems only manifest themselves with weight bearing. Casting
in a weight bearing position captures, perfectly, the deformity. The only option is then to
correct the cast. Despite the many years that our profession has been correcting casts, we
must admit that capturing an intrinsically corrected foot is more accurate and leads to a
more efficacious insert than working with a second generation cast. Essentially, the only
option left is a non-weight bearing, intrinsically corrected casting.
A former mentor taught me a variation of the prone casting method where he uses
a polypropylene plate to manipulate the foot in all three motion planes while the negative
cast cures. This technique allows the practitioner to balance the “needs” of the rear foot
to the forefoot in a corrected, functional position. I used this technique for years, but was
still bothered by the fact that, if I made a mistake casting, if the cast was altered before
curing, the patient moved the foot during casting, or if any of a number of other variables
were introduced, then the insert was not “perfect”. In addition, a plaster cast does not
allow the practitioner to compress the soft tissue and capture the osseous corrections
without damaging the cast. This may seem a small issue, but consider the soft tissue
displacement with each step. An orthosis that properly compresses soft tissue effectively
makes the soft tissue a component of correction and increases the stability of the
correction. An orthosis modeled strictly from the topography of the foot with no soft
tissue displacement may have several millimeters of “play” at foot plant and subsequent
toe-off. The obvious response to these concerns is to remove the variables.
Removing most human error variables can be reasonably accomplished with two
conditions:
•

Have only one generation in replicating foot contour.
(If this can be accomplished with no cast, then no cast correction, which equates to decreased error. This is
impossible with plaster. “Instant” inserts, where the patient stands on a material and creates a single
generation negative do not address this concern as they capture the weight-bearing deformity as mentioned
earlier.)

•
•

Compress the soft tissue against the osseous correction so that at foot plant the
structure is immediately stabilized in the pre-corrected position.
Have instant feedback so that proper intrinsic correction is assured prior to
creating the model.

Currently, the only technology that allows a practitioner to create a single generation
cast is one that utilizes digital imaging and CAD/CAM production. There are two types:
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Contact Imagers and Optical Imagers. Optical imagers may seem to be the most accurate
as they capture the entire topography of the foot rather than extrapolate it as with contact
imagers. However, an optical imager does not remove the soft tissue variable.
When we make an insert, we are not trying to correct soft tissue abnormalities; we
are trying to correct kinetic chain dysfunction, which often leads to soft tissue
breakdown. An optical image reveals everything about the plantar topography of the foot
but little about the underlying structures. A contact imager, however, has no such
limitation. For instance, given a patient with plantar fasciitis placed and imaged in a
position that unwinds the fascia relieving tension, the optical imager cannot give data
representing the osseous correction at the midfoot because it cannot displace the relaxed
tissue. The contact imager, with pneumatic pins, can and does displace the relaxed soft
tissue, thus capturing an image that represents the true intrinsic correction.
The author recognizes the difficulty in correcting proximal lower kinetic chain anomalies with foot
orthoses, however, total correction of a kinetic chain dysfunction is not needed to achieve relief of
symptoms. Merely bringing the kinetic chain to within its “physiologic limits” is all that is necessary. This
is not counterintuitive to the supposition that minor biomechanical anomalies create large problems
discussed earlier. The physiologic limit is merely that range of motion within which a joint can move
without pain. Thus, an old ankle injury may leave the joint restricted as compared to the opposite side, but
if it can function with this restriction without pain, it is within its physiologic limits. Conversely, a painful,
hypermobile sacroiliac joint is not functioning within its physiologic limits, but may be successfully treated
with only a few millimeters of joint correction. A pair of inserts that do not “perfectly” balance the limited
motion at the end ranges will only change the pain. Thus, a “perfect” orthosis is one that limits the
affected joint motion to within its physiologic limits.

Feedback to ensure that the foot is in proper alignment is as simple as viewing the
computer monitor. The AMFIT system use by the author gives both a two and threedimensional image. It was with viewing these images that a pattern began to appear.
Figure 4a. shows a normal foot scanned with the AMFIT system. Note the welldefined arch contour, the curve of the metatarsal arch, and the break in the gray color that
indicates the angle of the metatarsals and the calcaneus with no suggestion that the
cuboid is depressed. Figure 4b. is the same image with a metatarsal arch inserted. The
AMFIT system creates this shape automatically through an algorithm that maps the
plantar contour defined by the pneumatic pins. The inserted shape follows the proposed
perimeter of the cuboids triangle. Figure 5a,b, and c are a series of non-weight bearing
scans from a Chariot-Marie-Tooth Patient. With this pathology, we might rightly expect
the supporting apponeurosis, tendons, and ligaments to function less than adequately,
resulting in breakdown of the cuboid triangle. Fig. 5a is a scan of the right foot similar to
what would be captured with a plaster slipper cast. It is immediately obvious that weight
bearing is more lateral than the normal image, 4a. Further, along the line of the fourth
and fifth metatarsals the gray color is solid, indicating that the angle is decreased. There
is an anomaly at the proximal end where the metatarso-cuboid articulation has shifted
plantargrade. An oblique teardrop shape extending from the calcaneus also suggests a
decrease in its inferior angle as well. Even non-weight bearing, the malalignment is
evident. Figure 5b. is the same image with the automated metatarsal outline inserted.
Note the continued presents of the metatarsal arch. Missing, however, is the proximal
extension that defines the cuboid triangle. Figure 5c. is the same foot manipulated to
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restore the integrity of the cuboid triangle. In this image the metatarsal insert extends to
the cuboid as in the normal 4b. The teardrop calcaneus contour has become less
prominent, and most noticeably, the anomaly in the area of the cuboid has all but
disappeared.
Evidence that the cuboids triangle may be as much functional entity as structural may
be gleaned from the scans in Figure 6. This patient, born with one leg and missing the
hallux on his right foot, is a very active individual. Like many patients with a prosthesis,
his existant foot is frequently painful. Fig. 6a suggests that his birth defect involves the
midfoot structures in addition to the missing hallux. Fig. 6b. suggests that possibly the
midfoot has broken down over time due to excessive and repetitive force, but can be
corrected.

Fig. 4a

Fig. 4a. Clockwise from left, arrows indicate longitudinal
arch contour, curvature of metatarsal arch, and
broken gray shading indicating proper angle of the
4th and 5th metatarsal and calcaneus.

Fig .4b

Fig.4b. Computer generated metatarsal pad follows
the contour of the cuboid triangle. (overlay)
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Fig. 5a

Fig. 5b

Fig. 5c

5a: Arrows, counter-clockwise from left: Existing weight bearing line; normal weight bearing line; teardrop
shape caused by decrease in calcaneus angle; anomaly caused by depressed cuboid; solid gray region indicating
decreased metatarsal angle.
5b: Arrow: Computer generated metatarsal pad. The image captures the intact metatarsal arch, but does not
extend to the cuboid. Because the cuboid is depressed in a plantar direction and the inferior angle of both the lateral
metatarsals and calcaneus have decreased, the pneumatic pins are unable to displace soft tissue and create a proper
shape.
Overlay: The computer generated metatarsal pad does not lie within the bounds of the structural cuboid
triangle.
5c: Corrected foot allows proper soft tissue displacement by the pneumatic pins and subsequent generation of a
metatarsal pad that lies within the bounds of the cuboid triangle.
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Fig. 6a
Fig. 6b
Fig. 6a Due to the absence of the hallux and the opposite leg, the patient carries the existing leg closer to the
midline during gait and achieves toe-off more laterally than normal. (Arrow) Over time, the cuboid triangle breaks
down and the patient experiences foot and ankle pain.
Fig. 6b Manipulation of the foot to reform the cuboid triangle results in a relatively normal computer generated
metatarsal pad. After wearing the orthosis fabricated from this image, the patient achieved improved function and
marked reduction in pain. Multiple inserts, fabricated from traditional methods, failed to deliver equal results.

To illustrate how repetitive force may create cuboid triangle insufficiency in any
individual, let us follow the vector force of gravity through the right leg starting at heel
strike.
From heel strike to foot-flat the foot adjusts from a slightly supinated position to
maximum arch flat. At this point the vector force begins to migrate over the talar dome to
its anterior border. As the body’s center of gravity shifts forward to heel rise, the
calcaneal-cuboid articulation is stressed. Here is where many biomechanical disorders
may arise. As the cuboid begins to rotate into a closed packed position at heel rise and
with its motion limited, the calcaneocuboid articulation begins to exert control over the
talonavicular joint which has shifted more dorsally and whose axis has become parallel
with respect to the cuboid. (Bojsen-Moller10) The transverse Tarsal joint is now locked
and begins to function independently of the rear foot. This is vital as a fraction of a
second later the toes begin to dorsiflex, causing the windlass mechanism to take effect.
As the plantar apponeurosis shortens, the calcaneus is pulled into a supinated position. If
the transverse tarsal joint did not function independently of the rear foot, this motion
would disrupt the now-rigid lever arm created by the locked midfoot and prevent proper
toe off. As the fourth and fifth rays begin to bear weight, medial transfer of the vector
force of gravity is immanent. Should the cuboid locking and windlass mechanisms fail at
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this juncture, the cuboid will pronate past the stable, locked position, shift in a planter
direction and result in the following falling house of cards.
•
•
•
•

•

The angles of the calcaneus, 4th and 5th rays decrease
As the 4th and 5th angle decreases, the calcaneus internally rotates and shifts into a
valgus position. The talus then drives the navicular forward through the dual
screw mechanism, destabilizing the midfoot.
Hyperpronation and depression of the cuboid further frees the movement of the
Cuneiforms and Navicular.
With the Cuboid and Navicular rotating away from one another, and the
cuneiforms having increased motion, the forefoot everts, the metatarsals rotate on
their long axis, and the first ray can drop down and shift laterally at its proximal
end.
Further up the kinetic chain, the tibia internally rotates and shifts medially, the
knee receives varus stress, Illium receives stresses that act to in-flare and
anteriorly rotate it, and the low back receives stress that can increase its lordotic
curvature and produce torsion forces.

This sequence of events closely approximates the mechanism of acquired flat foot
described by Manter11. Manter further noted that the locking mechanism is a uniquely
human trait that is required for bipedalism; a notion previously discussed with the
comparative primate research performed by Bojsen-Moller12.
(It is interesting to observe that the human foot, in this stable position, mimics the fused foot of many running
mammals and is the posture for sprinting athletes. Ungulates for instance, have their rearfoot and midfoot fused
into one functional unit. They never experience rearfoot ground strike and neither do sprinters)

Not to suggest that all of this occurs with every patient. In fact, pathomechanics
suggests that pathology should show up in the weakest link in the kinetic chain. In short,
even though all of the stresses exist, the pathology may manifest in only one location.
The implication is, however, that loss of cuboidal triangle integrity may be the focal point
for many lower kinetic chain abnormalities ranging from sacro-illiac dysfunction to
hallux valgus. Not to suggest that cuboid triangle insufficiency is the final etiology for
all lower kinetic chain abnormalities. Plainly, sacroilliac dysfunction may result from
trauma, and hallux valgus often evolves secondary to poor footwear; however, there is a
vast range of conditions of insidious onset that may find their origination at the Cuboid
Triangle.

Tri-planar Intrinsic Posting
Recognizing pathomechanics is only part of the problem. Treating cuboidal
triangle insufficiency is difficult because we must address three dimensions and three
planes simultaneously. We cannot simply make an insert and extrinsically post it; the
intricate kinetic chain is a maelstrom of cause and effect. Simply put, treating the effect
of one cause creates an additional effect. We must attempt to correct the entire kinetic
chain with one intrinsic post. That means creating a post that not only supports the
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cuboidal triangle using the maximum amount of surface area to minimize local effect, but
also sends the reactionary force back up the kinetic chain in a normal, benign manner.
Obtaining correct positioning can be accomplished by using the Tibia as a joystick to
manipulate the foot in all three planes to lock the cuboid and form the cuboid triangle.
The Soft tissues, as well as the osseous components, act in concert much as they do in
weight bearing, albeit in reverse. Some patients may require mobilization of the Cuboid,
as it may “lock” in a plantar position and prevent the triangle from forming. This is
analogous to the Talus requiring mobilization after having the ankle has been in a cast for
an extended period. There are several gentle, yet effective methods of mobilization,
including self-mobilization techniques. High-velocity manipulations are not required and
simply rolling the foot over a baker’s rolling pin is quite effective. As the cuboid triangle
formed in this manner is non-weight bearing and the plantar apponeurosis is flaccid, the
pneumatic pins of the contact digitizer can displace the soft tissue and capture the osseous
correction.

Case Studies
The following case studies are representative of the types of cases treated with the
aforementioned protocol. Several of my referring physicians could be described as “lastresort” doctors. Many of their patients have been treated previously to no avail. These
physicians have been a great source of patients who have tried traditional inserts with
poor results. All of those mentioned below are such patients.

Case Study 1
Age: 23

Sex: Male

Ht: 6’3” Wt: 200

Dx: Pez Cavus/Plantar Fasciitis

Hx: Professional hockey player, pez cavus, suffering from plantar fasciitis. Relates being
symptomatic mainly during practice and games with residual pain the morning following
competition. Patient had been having problems since beginning his professional career
and had previously worn plastic inserts.
Rx: We fabricated four pair of TL-2100 graphite inserts with varying degrees of intrinsic
posting and let him wear them for several weeks before we interviewed him to ascertain
efficacy.
Results: This patient was a remarkable case for two reasons: We discovered that TL-2100
graphite gave much better correction and more even energy return than plastic, and we
discovered that because of the large surface area covered by the cuboid triangle support,
we were able to utilize a greater degree of support than expected.
We had hoped that the technique would work for him and were not disappointed. What
was not expected was that he noted an increase in agility, control, and ability to cut on the
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ice. As of last follow-up, he was wearing the moderately corrective pair during the day,
and the more controlling during practice and games when he needs increased
performance.
Case Study 2:
Age: 46

Sex: Female

Ht: 5’3”

Wt 140lb

Dx: Morton’s Neuroma

Hx: Interdigital pain for several months, becoming much worse prior to physician visit.
Patient received two steroid injections on subsequent physician visits, which decreased
symptoms for several days, though they gradually returned. One her second visit, patient
was referred for evaluation and inserts. AMFIT images revealed collapse of transverse
arch and wide lateral weight bearing line, indicating decrease in lateral arch angle. Toes
were beginning to claw and rotate internally.
Rx: Patient was fit with TL-2100 graphite inserts with intrinsic support in the cuboid
triangle.
Results: At fitting time, it was noted that clawing was decreased. Patient was advised of
break-in period and requested to return in one week, after her next physician visit, for reevaluation. At follow-up the patient noted complete resolution of symptoms. Her
physician later stated that he was noted expecting such dramatic results and had been
afraid that the patient would need surgery.

Case Study 3
Age: 60+

Sex: Male

Ht: 6’4”

Wt: 260lb

DX: Diabetes 15+ years

History: Patient presented with decreased sensation bilaterally, transient edema in feet
and lower legs bilaterally, decreased ability to ambulate secondary to instability and
ankle pain. Calluses under 1st Met head and base of 5th ray bilaterally. Right foot
presented with healing ulcer under 3rd and 4th Met heads and early signs of Charcot
development.
This patient had received several pairs of inserts that had not alleviated his
calluses nor healed the ulcer. He was referred for EVA/Plastizote inserts with cuboid
triangle support. The left foot was easy to scan and fabricate. His right foot required
several attempts to capture the cuboid in a corrected position.
Results: Patient stated that with the new inserts he felt he had his balance for the first
time in months. The EVA we used broke down over time and we had to make another
pair, but we had his information stored on the computer and were able to fabricate an
identical set. The ulcer healed within a few weeks, though the 1st ray callusing did not
completely abate.
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** This is the only diabetic case in which this method was tested. Because of the fragility
of the condition and lack of controlled conditions, its use has been avoided with diabetics.
It is included here because the dramatic increase in stability noted by the patient. When
we asked him to walk in his new inserts, he began to jog down the hall.
Case Study 4
Let me break from convention here and combine three cases. I received referrals for
three chronic lower-leg stress fracture cases in less than three months. All of them were
elite level cross-country athletes: two female, one male. One male and one female
presented with leg length discrepancies which had been previously addressed with lifts,
but which had not prevented reoccurrence of symptoms. They were all fit with TL-2100
graphite inserts with cubiod triangle correction. Leg length discrepancies were addressed
and all were placed on a running rehabilitation program.
Results: All three were able to return to normal activity with no further problems. One
female scored top ten in her state competition and received a college scholarship. One
female won state in her age group. The male achieved top ten status and continues to
compete at an elite level.

About Materials:
Having worked with plastics and plaster for years, it was a significant change to switch to
TL-2100 graphite and CAD/CAM manufacture. I was initially concerned about cost.
However, having the CAD/CAM mill a positive saves money in several ways. e.g., there
is no plaster bandage cost. There is no plaster cast cost. There is no time expenditure in
plaster modification. Clean-up time is reduced to taking out the garbage and vacuuming
a little dust. As for the graphite, I was pleased to discover TL-2100 from JMS Plastics.
(1-800-342-2602 Ask for Steve or Chrissy) This graphite is very easy to work with. It
heats evenly in a small convection oven. When grinding, the edges smooth well and
leave nothing to irritate skin. Trimming of TL-2100 is accomplished with a band saw.
Grinding is best accomplished with a carbide wheel instead of a garnet paper cone. Not
only does carbide do a better job grinding graphite, it is exceptional on EVA and lasts
practically forever. (It does not work well with low-melt plastics or metal, however.) TL2100 comes in pre-cut blanks in various sizes and thicknesses. The semi-flex grade
offers exceptional energy return even for low-weight patients. Top-coverings glue well
with no abrasion of the surface needed. For full-length covering, be prepared to use very
tough materials. The graphite flexes and returns energy so well that it can quickly wear
the top covering material at the sulcus/forefoot juncture. JMS Plastic carries several
grades of Poron, including a black and gray that have proven to hold up very well. Their
2mm, J-Foam, Swirl EVA adds both attractive color and resiliency to the foot bed.
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Summary
The literature suggests a discrepancy between research and common clinical
practice in the treatment of many pedorthic maladies. Though current practice is to cast
for orthoses in subtalar neutral position on the supposition that the midfoot is under
control of the subtalar joint, the literature identifies the calcaneocuboid joint as key to
transverse tarsal joint control; specifically, the cuboid locking mechanism and windlass
mechanism. The author postulates the presents of a functional triangle; the dimensions of
which follow known force vector lines in the forefoot. Transient in nature, this cuboid
triangle exists only from heel rise to toe off when the cuboid is in its close-packed
position and the windlass mechanism is in effect. Disruption in the continuity of the
cuboid triangle results in dissipated or misdirected reactionary forces that may lead to a
myriad of lower kinetic chain pathologies. Current treatment protocols cannot address
cuboid triangle insufficiency, as there has been no way to positively demonstrate an
intrinsically corrected position and then successfully cast said position. The AMFIT
contact digitizer, combined with a tri-planar intrinsic posting technique, can be utilized to
determine proper positioning and digitally image the corrected foot as first generation.
CAD-CAM manufacture of a first generation positive insures highly accurate fabrication
of orthoses not possible through traditional techniques.
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